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ABSTRACT 

The qualitative dependence of the mechanical behavior of same materi-

als on strain rate is now well known. But the quantitative relation 

between stress, strain and strain rate has been established for only a 

few materials and for o~ a limited range. This relation, the so called 

constitutive equation, must be known before plasticity or plastic wave 

propagation theory can be used to predict the stress or strain distribution 

in parts subjected to impact stresses above the yield strength. 

In this paper a brief review of some of the experimental techniques 

for measuring the stress, strain, strain rate relationship is given and 

same of the difficulties and shortcomings pointed out. Ordinary creep. or 

-8 -1 tensile tests can be used at plastic strain rates from 10 to about 10 

per second. Special quasi-static tests in which the stress and strain 

measuring devices as well as the specimen geometry and support have been 

optimized are capable of giving accurate results to strain rates of about 

102 per second. At higher strain rates it is shown that wave propagation 

effects must be included in the design and ana.J..ysis of the experiments. 

Special testing machines for measuring stress, strain, strain rate relatio~ 

ships in compression, tension and shear at strain rates up to 105 per second 

are described and same of the results presented. With this type of testing 

machine the analysis of the data requires certain aSSUlJll'tiona whose valid

ity depends upcin proper design of the equipment. A critical evaluation of 

the accuracy in these types of tests is presented. 



INTRODUCTION 

The mechanical behavior of most materials is known to be influenced 

greatly by the testing temperature and to a somewhat less degree by the 

rate of deformation. The ma.ny studies of the temperature effect bave 

helped not only the engineer in designing structures at temperature 

extremes, but also the scientist in the understanding of the basic plastic 

deformation mechanisms. Only more recently have accurate studies of the · 

rate effect over wide ranges of strain rate become possible and these 

·results have been valu.a.ble to check. proposed rate determining plastic 

deformation mechanisms. The necessity of knowing the effect of rate on 

the behavior of materials is not only necessary to scientific endeavors 

but also to practical engineering considerations when designing members 

which are subjected to impacts. Thus under the combined pressure of 

scientific as well as practical investigations of the rate effect, many 

schemes have been devised to measure the stress, strain and strain rate 

over wide ranges of strain rate. 

J. M. Krafft (l) and H. Kolsey( 2) have given excellent reviews of 
_, I. 

some of the earlier schemes of measuring high strain rates. In prior 

publications on strain rate effects by the author(3, 4,5) the emphasis 

has been on the material properties and the experimental techniques for 

measuring these properties were not included. In this paper, after a 

· brief section on the derivation of pertinent equations, the experimental 

techniques used by the author will be,explained and typical results pre-

sented. 

In a simple tension test such as Fig. 1a the load and the initial 

specimen are& are l'.nown and thus the engineering stress readily defined. 
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AJ.so the ini tia.l gage length and change in length as a function of time· 

can be measured and the engineering strain and strain rate calculated. 

Then, if one assumes uniform strain distribution throughout the gage 

section, the true stress and strain can be calculated. But if localized . 

deformation such as a illders band or necking occur, the l.ocal stress and 

strain can only be obtained by measuring the elongation in the. small 

region where these strains can again be assumed to be uniform.· Similarly 

if the rate of loading is increased greatly 1 at any instant of time the 

load reading at the load cell "JJJB;;{ be d.ifi'erent from the load carried by 

the specimen and the strain distribution 'Within the gage length 'IIJ8:Y' vary 

considerably due to the finite rate of stress and strain propagation. 

To obtain useful data at high strain rates the load cell must be sma.1.l 

ana. be in intimate contact 'W1 th the specimen and the specimen itsel:f' must 

be ver,y small in order to approach uniform strain distribution in a short 

time. This is the quasi-static testing approach shovn 1n Fig. lb. It 

assumes that the upper and l.ower l.oading members approach each other at a 

known velocity and are essentia.l.zy infinite in size. If these loading 

members have changes in cross section, elastic stress waves 'Within the 

members will be refl.ected from these discontinuities and cause a peculiar 

stepwise lo,a.ding rate. To avoid this difficulty one can use long slender 

elastic input and output bars such as in Fig. lc in vhich the theoretical 

solutions to wave propagation equations are relatively simple and so the 

stress variation can be predicted and controlled. In Fig. lc 1 on impact 

of the ram with the input bar a stress wave propagates dovn the bar past 

strain gage A where the magn1 tude can be measured. · On reaching the . speci

men, part of the wave is transmitted through the specimen and part is 

:. ~ ~ ....... - -

f .. 
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reflected back toward the ram. The magnitude of the reflected wave 

can be measured again at gage A and the stress transmitted through the 

specimen can be measured in the output bar with gage :S. Eventua.l.ly 

the compressive stress wave is reflected from the free end as a tension 

wave and arrives back at the specimen. This unloading wave terminates 

the test. If properly analyzed, enough data is available from the strain 

gages to determine the stress, strain, strain rate of the material-in the 

specimen. The ana..lysis of the data and the optimization of the experiment 

requires some background in simple wave propagation theory. A review of 

the pertinent part of the theory follows. 

ELASTIC WAVE PROPAGATION AT DISCONTINUITIES 

Fig. 2 derives the pertinent equations describing the reflected 

stress v-r and the transmitted stress O't in terms of the incoming stress 

wave ui and the areas ~' A2 and mass densities .F 1' ;.: 2• This deriva

tion assumes uniaxial stress and thus holds only for slender bars. Fig. 3 

'Shows the repeated applications of equations (4) and (5) to an example 

where a 1" long reduced section of ! the area of the input and output rod 

is inserted. The incoming stress wave ~i has a rise time of 2 jt-<.sec. 

Note that the stress·: in bar 1 first rises to 'J i, then drops due to the 

reflection from the discontinuity apd then rises again stepwise at 10 fLsec. 

intervals asu.y.mptotically toward v-1• In the center of the reduced section 

the stress~rises at 5 ?sec intervals to the equilibrium value of 2 ~ and 

in section 3 the stress rises at 1~ ,.«sec. intervals toward the equilibrium 

value of a-i. The duration of each step is governed by the transit t:ilne 

of the wave through the reduced -section and the sloping part of each step 

is of the same duration, namely that of thP rise t:ilne. 
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vlhile the example in Fig~ 3 pertained to an area discontinuity, a change 

in material in section 2 would produce similar results because of the 

cha.nge in modulus E and density j' . Chiddister and Malvern (6) have 

sho'Wll that the effect of a temperature gradient in.::·.a uniform bar causes 

similar stress transients. In all cases the total time required to 

reach the equilibrium value of stress depends on both the inpedance 

( f cA) mismatch and on the length of the discontinuity. In a complex 

structure subjected to impact the transient stress condition persi~ts 

for a long time in the long elements while in the short elements the· 

stress reaches equilibrium after a short time interval. Both of these 

effects must be considered i.n the design of a dynamic stress -testing 

machine as one wishes to have a constant stress of long duration applied 

to the specimen but also wants to reach the equilibrium stress distribu-

tion in the specimen as quickly as possible. 

:E:FFID:T OF PIASTIC DEFORMATION ON WAVE PROPAGATION 

The use of Eq. (3) in the previous section implied the assumption 

that d ~ / d£. a: E. and that E is. a constant for a given material. This 

assumption is valid for crystalline solids where the stretching of the 

' 
atomic bonds is nearzy linear and rate independent. The assumption of 

constant E for polymers would certainly not be a good one because the 

complex molecular bonding causes a nonlinear and rate sensitive stress 

strain relation• ,S~ilar~ if the stress at any point in a metal exceeds 

the yield strength, plastic deformation occurs and d CT / d f. is no longer 

constant. To make use of a unique static s~ress strain relation in order 

to determine (drJ/d ( )r~faSt:i~would a priori 
.... ~- - -· 
t(~" ~tc~ i~r) 

I 

assume that no strain rate 

.... ··----· 
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effect exists and thus void any experimental strain rate effect determina

tion which requires this assumption in the analysis. But one can approach 

the problem indirectly, usi1~ lone elastic members in which the transient 

stress conditions can be caiculated for loading and measuring and very 

short specimens, where equilibriun cnn be established very rapidly, to 

provide the plastic property info:rrnation. 

EXPERD'&""'TAL TB0HNIQ.UE 

Fig. 4 shows three arrangements of a modified split Hopkinson bar 

for performing compression, double shear and tension tests on any arbit

rary material at high strain rates. In each case long elastic input and 

output rods are used for stress pulse shaping and measuring. On impact 

of the ram with the input bar a step in stress is propaea.ted down each 

member. If both the ram and input bar are free of discontinuities, a con

stant value of stress is obtained whose magnitude depends on the impact 

velocity and the respective impedances ( JcA) of the members. If the ram 

should contain a discontinuity such as an attached anvil head, the effect 

would be similar to the one described in Fig. 3 and a series of steps 

would result in the stress wave propagated down each bar. These steps 

would make the plastic analysis of the specimen more difficult. If an 

anvil is required because of insufficient hardness of the ram, the length 

of the discontinuity should either be very short so equilibrium is reached 

quickly or it should be very long so the duration of a single step in 

stress level is equal to the test duration. The rise time of the stress 

wave depends on the perfection of alignment between the impact faces of 

the rom and the input ba.z:. With reasonable constraints a rise time of 
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2 to 3 ;t-tsec. is possible on i" diameter input bars. For the tension 

test in Fig. 4, the rise time of the tension stress in the input bar 

is determined both Py the impact of the ram with the tran@ffiitter bars 

and the dimensions of the transfer ·connection. The stress level in the 

in:put bar corresponds to v 
3 

and that in the transmitter bar to v i 

in Fig. 3. Again one has the choice of r.1aking the connection very short 

to achieve rapid equilibrium or to make the connection very long and use 

the first step in stress level for the entire test.. Ideally then, one 

.wishes to have an elastic stress w-ave of constant amplitude and rapid 
I 

rise time to propagate past the input gage and reach the specimen. Dis-

continuities or even tapered sections in the input bar may be used if a 

nonconstant input stress is desired. But even with uniform sections the 

stress level will fluctuate somewhat because of the transverse stress 

oscillations in the bars due to the Poisson's expansion. The magnitude 

of these oscillations can be minimized by using small diameter bars or 

tubes. 

The input gages must provide a measurement of the stress level of 

the incoming stress wave and the magnitude of the reflected waves from 

the specimen. The output gage provides a measurement of the transmitted 

stress. The measurements can be accomplished ·oy either strain gages or 

velocity gages. Since the behavior in the input and output bars is pure~ 

elastic, E is constant and 1i' f and· c are known for the material., Eq. (3) 

relates the stress and particle velocity. Velocity transducers which do 

not require a discontinuity in the bar have been used by Ripperger and 

Yea.kley(7) ~nd. Malvern and Efron(S), but these gages are di1'ficult to 
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construct and calibrate. It is easier to use symmetrically mounted 

strain gages, wired in such u way as to cancel stresses due to any bending 

moment present. If subjected to ~pact, electric strain gages require the 

use of nonrr~gnetic gage and rod waterial to avoid the signal induced by 

magnetostriction, which w~uld appear ac an apparent strain .. The gages must 

be mounted with a thin layel' of nonbrittle cement to give a true reading 

and not break off due to the high shock load. The electrical connections 

must be n:ade with a minimum of solder axld with fine wire or ribbon to reduce 

the overall mass and thus minimize the load on the cement because the gage::> 

are subjected to high accelerations by the pacsing stress ;.raves. (The par-

ticle velocity in the bar may go from zero to about 100ft/sec in 3 .~~sec.) 
. I 

Because of the high harmonic content of a sbarpzy rising square w-ave, the 

electronic signal amplifiers must r~ve a wide band pass or the filtering 

action of .the circuits removes some of the info~~tion required for analysis. 

For optimum results a band pass of 10 MC or greater is desirable. The ampli-

fied input and output signals are displayed on single sweep oscilloscopes 

and recorded by means of a camera mounted on the scope. The overall e.xperi-

mental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. 

ANALYSIS OF THE MFASuru.MElfl'S 

As was shown in Fig. 3, reflections and transient stress waves arise 

even in a completely elastic specimen. These transients can be accounted 
' 

··~ ·' 
for by the use of Equations (5,) and. (.6). But if plastic deformation talces 

place in the specimen, the transient stress waves will differ from those 

predicted by the elastic analysis, and it is this difference that contains 

the information as to the plastic behavior of the specimen. Since the input 
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and output rods remain in the elastic state at all times, the stress and 

particle velocity can be·detennined for section I and II in Fig. 4 at all 

times. 'l'hese sections are common to the bars and the specimen and so the 

stress and particle velocity at each end of the gage section is known. If 

the specimen is small enough. so that the transit time for the elastic 'Wave 

is Short, equilibrium throughout the specimen is rapidly established and 

plastic deformation takes place uniformly within the specimen. The elastic 

rods at the ends of the specimen constrain the lateral plastic defonnation 

somewhat due to friction but with a good surface finish on the rods and a 

light film of lubricant the final shape of the deformed compression specimens 

shows little barreling below 15% strain. This lateral constraintneverthe-

less limits the minimum thickness of the specimen. 

The mathematical analysis for obtaining the stress, strain, strain rate ; 

data has been presented previously(3) but is included here in a more complete 

form. 

In Fig. 4a, on impact of the ram, a compressive stress i)i propagates 
. . 

down the input bar and· is partially reflected on reaching the specimen. 

This reflected stress (f"r due to the impedance mismatch at the interface I 

propagates back to'Wa.rd the ram past the input gage. The input gage then 

records ( rri - \1: ) • At interface I, that part of the input stress which . r 

the specimen can support is transmitted as As the specimen strain-

hardens, higher. stress can be supported and CT t increases while v r 
decreases as a function of time. The transmitted stress Gt in turn is 

pa.rtialJ.y reflected at interface II as a-1 and the stress cr: is trans-. r t 

mitted into the output bar and recorded at the output gage. The reflected 
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:part of G'""t at interface II is reflected back and forth within the specimen 

and soon reaches the equilibrium distribution (see cr:
2

'1 in Fig. 3). 
~-

Considering the equilibrium of forces at I and II we have 

where all stresses are measured at the same instant of time. The average 

stress in the specimen is then 

VAvg • t< a-I + GJ:I) 

ot +(v;- a;) (vi- ur) + ~ ~ 
VAvg .. 2 · "" 2 (A

2
) (6) 

where all the stresses are measured at I and II.; Actuall.y { CJ i - C'z.) and 

CTt are measured at the gages but they can be phased properly in time to 

permit calculations of t:qe average stress in the specimen. 

The displacements ~ and XJ:I at the input and output ends of the speci

men can be computed using Equation (3) and setting the particle velocity v 

dX in the bars equal to-. 
dt 

dX- _s[_ dt 
oc 

J 

1 Jt x_-- ( 0" - O":")dt --:r y c 
0 

i r 
. . 
1 t 1 ......1 1 1 . t . ~ 

and x__. •- 5 Ut.dt • ~ s . u +dt --:u .f c o t jJ c a/ c2 t 

where c
2 

is .the wave velocity in the specimen and a. is the gage length. For 

very short specimens the lower time limit correction for X;rx becomes 
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negligible. 

The average strain in the specimen of gage length a will then be 

(7) 

and the average strain rate 

(8) 

Fig. 6 shows the procedure for the graphical solution of Equations (7) and 

(8). 

EXAMPLES OF P.ESULTS 

Fig. 7 illustrates the use of equations (4) and (5) to predict the 

transient stress· at station ~) in the elastic bar with a single change 

in cross section. In the measured record the rise time is about 10 j~isec. 

and the oscillations on the first step are due to lateral vibrations excited 

b,y the lateral Poissons expansion. In the fourth step on the stress curve, 

the first reflection from the free end arrives with the much larger ampli-

tudes of oscillations from the thick section. From that time on there is 

appreciable deviation of the obs~~ed record from the predicted wave shape. 

Therefore, the one dimensional elastic analysis used is not very accurate 

when one attempts to predict stress waves in thick sections. 

The exper~ental results of a plastically deforming compression speci-

men are shown in Fig. 8. The 0. 4" long 3/4'' diameter tubular Al specimen 

was held between two hardened Al tubes of the same cross section. The 

experimental arrangement ~ a.nal.ysis are as shown in F~g. 6. The resulting 
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stresses, strains and strain rates at three points are indicated. Although 

the exruuple show~ in Fig. 8 shows poor alignment and large oscillations, 

the overall strain measured on the spec:iJ:nen after the e>.."'Periment was within 

5% of the total strain predicted in the analysis. 

By performing a serie~ of experiments using different gag0 length and 

impact velocities, the constitutive equation curves for the rr.a terial at a 

particular temperature can be constructed as shown in Fig. 9. This par-

ticular stress, strain, strain rate relation has been used by Rajnak and 

Hauser ( 4) t~ predict the final shape of a long tubular cylinder i.rupacted 

at one end and. free at the other. The final "trtu:1pet" shape of the tube 

was calculated using the method of characteristics to solve the eoverning 

plastic wave propagation equations. Unfortunately, even with the simple 

boundary conditions in that problem, the solution necessitated the lengthy 

use of a computer, but the final predicted strain distribution agreed ve~J 

closely to the measured distribution .. 

In Fig. 9 it can be seen that almost identical results are obtained 

for long specimens impacted at high,velocities (such as #150) or short 

specimens at low velocities (#140). At the same strain and strain rate the 

measured flow stresses are equal indicating the negligible effect that the 

difference in ratio of end constrained volume to to-r.at volume produces. 

As an example of a more strain rate sensitive rraterial, the stress, 

strain, strain rate relation for a type 30h stainless steel are shown in 

Fig. 10. Here the static tests are also included showing the effect of 

changing the strain rates by seven orders of magnitude. The maximum strain 

rate attained in these tests was limited by the maximum. velocity of the 

! . 
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irr.pact ram (1000 inch/sec.). Tne Ti input and output bars used in this 

test have· a yield s·, rength of 150 ksi and this strength would impose a 

new upper stress limit if a higher velocity impact source were available. 

The final example shows the experimental records obtained when test-

ing a brittle material. Gabbro rock, which nonnally crumbles at a com-

pressive stress of about 30 ksi, withstood over 65 ksi for about 3 1 (,.~.- sec. 

v.·hen loaded rapidly o.s shown in Fig. 11. The dip in the input bar stress 

at 4o ;:.sec. corresponds to the elastic compression of the rock while the 

dip at about 47 /'sec. in both records corresponds to the stepwise crumbling 

of the material. Other tests on single crystals of MgO show steps.on the 

rising part of the output bar stress, indicating some possible local yielding 

or cracking before final failure. Similarzy to the delay time for crumbling 

measured in Fig. ll, the delay time for onset of plastic deformation in 

steels can be measured by the same method. 

LlNITATIONS OF TRE TESTER 

The test equipment described permits the determination of the stress, 

strain, strain rate relation of many materials in the range from 100 per 

sec. to about 100,000 per sec. However there are certain limitations 

inherent in the method. As the analysis assumes equilibrium conditions in 

the sample being deformed, and this condition does not exist during the 

first few /~Lseconds of the test, the data obtained at very low strain 

': , ... ·=· ' 
values ~~ not reliab~e. Proper design of the equipment helps, but the 

problem can only be minimized and not eliminated. The upper limit of 

strain rate and stress are determined by the yield strength of the input 

bar. If plastic deformation takes place in this bar, the analysis as 
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described no longer applies, as the position of the interface between 

specimen and bar can no longer be determined by the elastic equation (3). 

Finally, the operation of the tester and the interpretation of the records 

requires a thorough understanding of the mechanical and electrical systems 

involved. This unfortunately prevents the procedure from becoming a simple. 

routine test. But as a research tool, the tester operated by rn.aey different 

students at the University of California has yielded heretofore unavailable 

high strain rate inforrr~tion and this data has been of great help in 

research on basic deforrr~tion and fracture mechanisms. 

* * * 
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